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New proposal gets
mixed feelings
By DAVID M. PUTNEY

"Somebody has to provide the
services:· Helsel said. "You are
not going to save all the overThough many are hailing the head we·rc still going to generCouncil on University Planning ate rhe same amount of paperand Budget's proposal to con- work."
solidate Eastem's six colleges as
Many people have reservaa welcome step. others arc won- tions about the issue because
dering whether the changes are they simply don't know how it
worth the price.
will be carried out. Hill said.
The proposal, which was She said faculty and staff will be
announced Wednesday, might allowed to provide input every
save up to $300,000 in next step of the way.
year's budget, said Barbara Hill.
The fate of the assistant deans
Eastem's vice president for aca- might lead to controversy, said
demic affairs. For example, if John Laible, dean of the College
six colleges are consolidated of Liberal Arts and Sciences and
into four, two dean positions, a CUPB member. Because most
their associate deans and their of the assistant deans were once
office staffs would be cut, she teachers, they will probably be
said.
sent back into the classroom.
The university will avoid laySuch a job reassignment,
offs by not filling dean positions which could be perceived as a
that are open. and reassigning demotion. might not sit well
the office staffs, she said. The wirh some, Laible said.
colleges of Applied Science,
Ho,,e,er. because the proposFine Arts and Health, Physical al was just issued last week, no
Education and Recreation are solid plans to implement it have
currently without permanent been formulated, and no one is
deans.
sure what the final number of
Not everybody is convinced colleges will be. Hill said. She
that the issue should be viewed said she would prefer a plan to
from a purely economic stand- reorganize the colleges on the
point.
departmental level, rather than
"If the only reason we are merge entire colleges together.
doing this is money, then I 'm
Helsel said the proposals stem
opposed to it," said Larry partl y from perceptions abou t
Helsel, acting dean of the the unequal number of students
College of Applied Sciences. " If in the different colleges. The
we are doing it to be more effi- colleges of Fine Arts, Physical
cient, then I like it."
Education andApplied Sciences
Helsel said he doubts elimi- enroll less than one-fourth of
nating staffs will save as much Eastem's declared majors.
money as the CUPB hopes.
Fine arts, the smallest of the six
(I Continued 011 page 2

Administration editor

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor
l>n fire fighters attempt to put out a house fire Sunday afternoon on Third Street and Pierce
. The house was rented by Eastern students Deana Antonelli, Keely Miller and Beth Luthy.

laze puts student outdoors
n Eastern student Kelly Russell returned
Sunday afternoon, she found her Third
ue residence in flames and two fire trucks
an ambulance parked out in front.
eighbors called the fire depar tment when
m students Jim Mullaghy and Brian Kane
walking by the house. They saw flames and
e coming from the home. located on 1118
St.
"We were just walking by, and when we saw
smoke, we knocked in the front windows and
front door,'' Mullaghy said.
1lussell 's roommates, Deana Antonelli, Keely
ler and Beth Luthy had gone home for the
kend.
Also. Russell said she was not at home when
fire started, saying she was with friends durthe weekend.
..We came to change clothes, and we came
k to this," she said.

Charleston fire officials could not determine
at the time what caused the fire, adding it had
started in the basement and had damaged a storage room and the kitchen.
"We're still in the process of putting the fire
out and trying to detennine what has caused the
fire," said Tom Watson , Charleston fire chief, at
the scene.
Although both Mullaghy and Kane didn't
know the residents of the home, they said they
wanted to see if anyone was home during the
b laze.
"We went inside, but the smoke was too
thick," Mullaghy said. " I called out to see if anyowe was at home, but we didn't get an answer."
Kane said, "There was a cloud of smoke, and
it just knocked us back."
Shawn Colomer, junior, who lives adjacent to
Russell, called the fire department after seeing
smoke coming from the back of the house.
Russell said she would stay with friends until
the fire department said tt was safe to enter the
house.

'Unseasonably warm'
temperatures will not last
By JOHN FERAK
Campus editor
Charleston and all of east central Illinois has enjoyed unseasonably

wann weather so far this month, but local weather observer Dallas
Price is predicting all that will come to an end later this week.
"We're going through unusual weather right now," Price said.
"We've had no rains, no snows, but on Thursday we might get some
precipation in either snow or rain."
Price added the temperatures will always drop substantially with
the precipitation. He said temperatures for Tuesday and Wednesday
will rise into the 30s for highs and dip into the 20s for lows. By
Thursday, temperatures will return to a level more typical of early

February.
"By Thursday with the storms settling up from the .East Pacific, we
will get a brush in the weather," Price said. "Temperatures will only
get into the high 30s that day."
Price said Sunday's temperatures reached a high of 54 degrees far from the local record for Feb. 7 of 67 degrees set in 1925.
However, he added the temperatures over the next few days will
slowly drop and get colder.
"On Monday. the temperature will reach only into the low 40s for
a high and the low 20s at night for a low," said Price, who has studied
climatology for 55 years. ··People who think that the cold weather is
all over aren·t right."
• Conti1111ed on page 2
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Guns n' Gals: nat ion's new tandem
CARTERET. N.J. (AP)- For a
long time. Maury Mangan hated
even the sight of guns. The men in
her life had them, but she firmly
believed that firearms were one of
society's problems, not a solution.
After she was accosted three
times b}' threatening men, her
resolve began to crumble. Then,
when a New Jersey woman was
abducted at a suburban mall and
killed, the last threads of opposition snapped.
On a recent Sunday, Mangan
stood on the firing line at the Lake
Island Rifle and Pistol Club,
clutching a revolver and slowly
blasting away at a paper target 50
feet away. When the chamber was
empty and she turned around, she
was smiling.
Mangan, a nurse from
Oceanport, N .J., is one of an
increasing number of women who
have turned to firearms for protection. Although there are no reliable statistics. gun sellers and
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advocates agree that women are a
rapidly expanding segment of the
gun-buying market.
"A lot more women are buying
firearms," said Mark Campbell of
Shooting Systems Inc., a gun
dealer in St. Louis. "More women
are living by themselves and say
they want protection."
The National Rifle Association
has seen the number of women
members increase by about
100,000 a year recently, according
to Elizabeth Swasey, the NRA's
director of women's issues and
information. Her office, established in 1990, is one indication of
women's newfound clout
Five years ago, Swasey said,

only 5 percent or fewer of those
taking the NRA's introductory
personal protecuoo course were
women. More recently, she said.
instructors across the country
have told her that 50 percent to 75
percent of their students are
women.
Women are still less fond of
guns than men. In a recent Gallup
Poll taken for Life magazine, 68
percent of the women responding
said gun laws should be stricter;
only 52 percent of men agreed.
But the differences in attitude
may be eroding.
"In many ways, it's an extension of the women's movement,"
Swasey said. "The same way
we've decided we 're perfectly
capable of taking care of our econo mi c well-being ... now we're
deciding that we 're also capable
of taking care of something that's
much more important, which is
our personal andphysical wellbeing."

FROM PAGE ONE
Mixed
the University Professionals of Illinois, a statewide
teachers' union, said the final resull of the reorganicolleges, isn't necessarily a good choice to put under
zation shouldn't shift the department's decisionanother college, said retired Dean of Fine Arts
making process to Old Main, or even into the bands
Vaughn Jaenike.
of a dean inexperienced 10 that academic area.
"Certainly l would be very reluctant to see the
"I think there is a legitimate fear that things could
College of Fine Arts disappear," Jaenike said. "I take
become
more centralized. Serious questions of
a great deal of pride in what Fine Arts did, and I
autonomy might appear." he said. "We have some
have faith that those (accomplishments) will be preimportant collegial traditions, and, in the process,
served."
they can't be forgotten. To say they are not eliminatLaible said departmental reorganization of the
ing programs is a bold step.''
entire school is the only logical way to go.
Whether reorganization brings greater centraliza"We need to look for affinity." he said. "We need
tion depends on the final structure. said Ted Ivarie.
to look for putting departments where they are going
dean of the Lumpkin College of Business.
to feel at home."
"Centralization refers to the level \\here decisions
Departments could suffer if the} end up in colare
made.'' lvarie said. "You still have deans for revileges where they don't belong, said Helsel. If adminsion. You still have departmental levels.''
istrators feel they have to rush the reorganization to
Because a reorganization will shift money from
meet a July I deadline - when next year's budget
administration to teaching through job reassignments
takes affect they are emphasizing the wrong prioriand elimination of administration, it could be called
ties, he said.
"It depends on how it is done," he said. "If it is part of the process of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education's Priority, Quality and Productivity
done over time, maybe it will work. lf it is rushed,
Initiative, Hill said. Part of PQP emphasizes shifting
there may be some serious problems.
money from administration to academics.
"It is not a simple task at all. Each college has its
However, this shift docs not include class cuts,
own procedures for a number of different things, for
which is where most of the opposition to PQP lies,
certification, for advisement."
Laurent Gosselin, president of Eastem's chapter of Laible said.
a

From page one

'Unseasonable'
• From page one
Price mentioned February is still a cold month. adding
it is unusual not to see more precipitation on the ground.
"'The tempemtures are all tied in with the angle of the
sun and the length of the amount of daylight we
receive.'' he said. "We're getting almost an hour of day-

o1n~

light more than \\e were getting in December.''
Price said it is unusal to have too many consecutive
wann months of February.
"Last year's February \\as also warm. We had a day
(Feb. 3) last }car that reached 67. which was a record"
Price said.
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Monday-

$ 1 16 oz Drafts
$ 1 Kamazazee Shots

Tuesday-
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$1 Slammers

Wednesday - $2.50 Pitchers
$2 Long Island Ice 11

Thursday-

$1.25 Bud Bottles
$2.00 12 oz Waterme
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'B{ac/( :J{istorg
Month
'Essay Contest
L Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can't

All Just Get Along?
2. The·contest is open to all studen
With the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Prizes donated by:
Office of Minority Affairs
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The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom

St. James Place

Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
•Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) S. 12th St.)
• I & 2 Bedroom Uni
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall

Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F
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bruary marks time for unity
of Eastern's minority com'd February's Black History
time of the year to be celeall students, and a time for
all races to stand united, and
African-Americans.
js the word that comes to mind
abou t Black History," said
· ips, Student Senate member
mber of the Black Student
t gives all Eastern students a
come together and share in the
'can culture."
s Colvin, African-American
air said, "It's a very definite
erican history, and it makes
what it is. People need to read
contributions of all people and
e that these (African-AmerAmericans."
butions by black Americans
worked into prominent history
all other great accomplishments,
'd.

"There was not a recognition of these
contributions. African-Americans felt it
was necessary to have a month to celebrate t his," Colvi n sa id. "We made
inventions in the cotton gin, the electric
light bulb and the telephone among others."
Minabere Ibelema, a journalism professor, said, "Anyone wbo has a thirst
for knowledge about black history
should attend some of the programs
being sponsored th is month. People
don't always realize how far black people have come compared to other parts
of the world."
The event scheduled this week is a
lecture, "Modern Black Women Writers." at 7 p.m. in the east end of the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Professors
Carol Schmudde and M ichael Louden
will be the featured panelists.
"It's appropriate to have Black History
Month right after Martin Luther King
Day, it sets a good tone," Ibelema said.
Phillips said he is planning to gel a
traveling roundtable together with mem-

bers of BSU, H ispanic Student Union, don't know about. A lot of people think
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies it's just celebra ted because it's bl ack;
Union and inte rnat ional students. T he that isn't the case."
rou ndtable, bein g p lanned for next
lbelema said he is pleased with the
month, would move from different resi- diversity he sees en campus.
dence halls to serve and discuss social
"Lots of people say they would like to
see Black History Month celebrated on a
and cultural awareness.
This would give a greater number of regular basis," Ibelema said. "However,
students a chance to voice their concerns having a month people draw a concerted
or opinions, Phillips said.
effort to Black History is good. H 's
Elecia Dexter, vice president of the important for everybody Lo learn what
BSU, said more students need to take people have accomplished in America
lime out and attend some of the pro- and also for foreign people to celebrate
grams that are being offered during as well."
Black History Month.
Colvin also mentioned he would like
"It's a time to give credit for people to make more students aware of the
who made contributions in history," African-American studies program Dexter said. "These people have been specifically at Eastern.
left out of the history books, and we'll
''Afro-American studies works to
always need Black History Month until study multiculturalism and cultural
diversity," Colvin said.
this is changed.
"People have to be more willing to
"It's a program for education, underfind out about Black History," she added. standing and study of the general
"There aren't enough students participat- African-American community. We've
ing, and I don't know how we can also had a lot more white students take
change that here.
some courses which is great," he added.
"A lot of us are scared of things we

Speaker discusses
experiment results
By VICKI MARTINKA
Staff writer

Trying to explain the basic
findings in research and problem solving, Eastern Psychology
Professor John Best presented
his lecture "A Funny T hing
Happened on the Way to Formal
Reasoning: Most People Don't
Get There!" Sunday afternoon.
The major focus the lecture
was about an experiment conducted last spring. Forty-eight
upper-divisio n psycho logy students partic ipated in an experim ent wi th the gam e M as te r
Mind.
S imilar to the actual game,
Best had students determine a
code of four letters by examining hypothesis and feed back.
Four of the first six letters in the
alphabet were randomly drawn.
The resu lts showed that most
students did rather poorly on the
test.
"There was eno ug h information that students could eventually figure out the two excluded
letters and determine the code,"
Best said. "Subjects do poorly
because of a conversion of probahil ity and every day logic."
Best, who earned his bachelor's from La Salle College and
his master 's and Ph.D. from the
University of Cincinnati, taught
at Eastern since 1979.
The lecture was the first in a
three-part series sponsored by
Eastern 's chapter of the

Amer ican Association of
University Professors and the
Office of the President.
Some members of the audience found the lecture to be
informative and interesting.
"Best examined the aspect of
psycho logy most people are
unaware of," said Bill McGown,
psychology professor. " Most
peop le think of c ritical a nd
appli ed psyc ho logy, b ut this
d ealt with the scientific a pproach ."
Maurice M a n beck, a Charleston resident and retired psychology professor, said, "I had
to th ink in areas I never had
before. A m a t h backgr o und
hel pe d a little, but not that
much."
T he lecture series, usually
held in the spring, is open free
of charge to all students, faculty
and town residents.
Two mo r e lectures a re
planned to complete the series.
Eric Bollinger, instructor in the
zoology department, will present his lecture enti tled "Wh y
Are Ou r Migrator y Songbirds
Vanishing?" at 2 p.m. on Feb.
21 in Booth Library.
A lhird given by Me linda
Hegarty of the art department at
2 p.m. on March 7 in Booth.
This will be called "Civic Patronage In Late Qualtrocento
Florence: The Fresco Decoration Of The Sala Dei Gigli In
The Palazzo Veechio Reconsidered."

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Preparation
Charleston resident Lin Min, originally from China, practices Zheng,
a Chinese instrument which has zither with 21 to 25 strings, while her
son Wu Dinan keeps his eyes 011 her. Lin was preparing for a demonstration during the International Dinner Saturday evening at Lantz
Gymnasium. Approximately 150 people including Charleston residents
were at the dinner.

Gus Bus has students turning out in numbers
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff wri1er

T he only complaints about the
Gus Bus so far this year have
been that there is not enough of it.
According LO Gus Bus Coordinator Brent Gage, students
have told him the 65-person alternative to drinking and driving is
not enough for the weekend
crowd.
"Sometimes the bus has to tum
people away because there are too
few seats for the number of people riding the bus - that 's how
successful it has been," Gage

said. "There isn't any particular
area that seems to pickup the
most people, it just appears that
students everywhere want to use
the service."
Serving as an alternative to
drinking and driving from Charleston bars. Gage said the Gus
Bus will continue service
throughout the semester. endine

during finals week in May.
In its third year, the Gus Bus
service is a program that has
greatly reduced drinking and
driving on Eastern's campus,
Gage said.
"This program has been reallywell received by students. Students that choose to drink a re
doing so more responsibly," he
said. "Drinking and driving is still
a problem, but even if we can cut
down on it. or save one person's
life, it's worth it."
One area of the service that can
be a problem is security. Gage
said that the bus driver's CB is

wired into the Charleston and
University police departments.
He added if a problem or scuffle
may occur on the bus, both police
departments are always within
five minutes of the Gus Bus - no
matter where the bus is at.
Gage said the business providing the bus, the Mayflower Contract, costs $3,000 per semester.
Expenses come in the form of
salary of the bus driver and the
total services the bus provides.
According to Gage. all of the
bars have contributed to the Gus
Bus, except the Uptowner &
Cellar.
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Senio·r seminar
an acceptable
school sacrifice
The Council on University Planning and
Budget announced Wednesday its recommendations to eliminate the university's senior seminar classes.
The recommendation, along with other recommendations of a $50 Increase in student
fees, a reduction In the number of civil service
jobs, consolidation of several colleges, would
make about $1.6 mllllon avallable to the university for the budget.
The purpose of the senior seminar classes is
to "broaden and add to a student's view of
the world and their careers." according to Steph- - - - - - - · en Whitley, senior seminar director.
While the senior seminar may be important
in broadening the horizon's of some students,
The News believes, in light of the financial crisis, the classes should be eliminated.
By the time a student becomes a senior
and prepares to graduate, they have taken
numerous required classes for their major.
The senior seminar class, sometimes not
directly related to their major, may even help
some students with their schedules by
enabling them to take a blow-off class.
The News supports the decision by the
CUPB to recommend elimination of the senior
seminar. The value of the program does not
warrant shortchanging other programs, which
are far more detrimental to students.
The money which will come from the elimination of the senior seminar will go restoring
past budget cuts. The university will be able
to distribute funds to places such as the
library. summer school, alumni publications.
office equipment and other areas that have
been hurt by cuts.
The News applauds the efforts of the CUPS
to find other areas to make cutbacks. Cuts in
the senior seminar program is a step in the
right direction. They are not as important as
classes in a student's major, which lead to
knowledge in the student's chosen profession.
The News would rather see the elimination
of the senior seminar rather than of classes in
a given major.

Passing the buck down the li
what school Aylesworth goes to, seeing as
" Passing the Buck Down the
slon statement focuses on undergraduate ed
Line" Is a poem showing a group
Bushy Ed Mvfow huffed,
of adults blaming each other for
"Illinois' board doesn't Cduse di/ the doom.
the failure of a student. pas.slng the
The problem Cd/Tle when we
buck on down to another adult.
Ironically beginning with a unlverlost our meeting room.
The leading textbook rental assassin, Marlow
si ty professor, the poem goes
through various educators, finally
kicking and screaming Jan. 13 when he had
"thrown out" of their meeting room. Somebody
ending with the father who says "I
doubt the rascal's even mine."
have rented Marlow's brain that day - the r
switched at the end of the flrst semester.
With a few alterations, the poem
beautifully illustrates the once-a- Chris
The dfl81Y Biii Addison Sdld,
"Meeting rooms? Fie! There's more.
week comedy that occurs In the Seper
My
main problem Is
hallow halls of the Faculty Senate.
------•
Here Is the poem using a semester's worth of meet- with the cun1culum core.•·
After It had been Instituted for a full semester.
ings from the aged Institution. We begin It with the con·
cerned student, realizing that his school ls In trouble:
began expressing "misgivings" about the core
senate's Dec. I meeting. l wonder if Bill Addison's
The student cried,
name Is "Kneejerk?"
"Faculty Senate are you a bunch ofrubes?
john Miller Sdld,
"Cumculum core doesn't Cduse the hex.
Mighty old Eastern
I blame It all
ls going down the tubes!"
because we rent our texts."
Said wise Rob )orstiJ.d,
"The school's population Is going down I fear.
What were they thinking when they set up the
book rental review committee? After the
/think we
should give them beer."
chlefed by Miiier. flnlshes Its recommendations.
Believe It. In the senate·s Dec. 1 minutes, Jorstad used give Its proposals to the Faculty and Student
valuable senate time raising the question of how the bar Judging from past statements against textbook
admittance age would affect enrollment. Residents of you couldn't pry the faculties' dosed minds open
Carman Hall can feel safe, knowing Jorstad is here to procrow bar - let alone committee recommendations.
But In the end, David Qrpenter Sdld it best.
tect them.
Gal)' Aylesworth Sdld,
"/'II be honest and shoot from the hip.
The drinking age doesn't matter to me.
/just came
to get a fellowship."
The problem Iles
with the IBH£r
Oh. Carpenter, what would Verna Armstrong SJlJ1
In the Feb. 2 meeting, Aylesworth told the IBHE's
assistant director that he thought research funds should
- Chris Seper Is associate news editor and a
not be cut to fund undergraduate education. I wonder c.olumnlst li:>rlhe Dally Eastern News.

EdltOrial

TODAY'S

''

Quon

When you have eliminated
the impossible, whatever
remains, however improbable, must be the truth.
1be Sign of Four
/
_/

Your turn ...
Professor gives
reasons to favor
rental system
Dear editor:
As a professor who has taught
both with rental textbooks and with
purchased textbooks. I !'eel the rental
textbook system Is superior. In addition to the Initial savings in cost to
the students. there are two more
reasons to favor the rental system.
In the university where books
were purchased . each professor
chose the books to be used In his
class. This sometimes resulted in
professors teaching the same course
choosing different books for that
course. Also the books might not
prove satisfactory after a year's use,
so the professor would choose
another text for the year. This. of
course could be remedied by requiring all people teaching the same
course to use the same book, and
requiring that they stick to their
choice for at least three or five years.
Second, A more serious problem
was that of theft. Practically every
semester at least one student would
tell me the first week that his book
had been stolen. Students who were
not sure they would continue In a

course hesitated to put their names
in the book too soon, but even a
name in a book didn't prevent It
being stolen. Students were at risk if
they left books on the rack outside
the bookstore or the lunch room. In
fact, theft was a very serious problem for books owned by students.
M.vlAn Wozencr.ut

Senate member
needs research
on accessibility
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to the
uniformed quote stated by one of
our newly elected student senate
members. Thursday's paper featured
a glowing artide desaiblng the goals
and aspirations of the new senate
members. One of those members.
Wendy Lee Hausman, listed handicapped accessibility as one of her
main concerns. Ms. Hausman stated,
•...there are just none (handicapped
accessibility facilities) in the dorms·
and ·A handicapped person can't
even use the bathrooms or showers."
Perhaps. Ms. Hausman , you
should think before you speak next
time. ford Hall Is designed for people with disabilities. In Ford , such
persons can shower. use the sinks

and toilets, and do Iaunchy. lhey
also enter the dining service
with little to no problems at
Stevenson Hall and all of Gr
Court also feature such facilities.
university has already spent
sums of money to upgrade the
ties and they are still makl
Improvements dally.
Ms. Hausman. maybe you
visit all of the "dorms· on cam
before you decide to make a
palgn promise and then flgure
which areas need improvem
Please stop by Ford Hall any
and I will be more than happy
give you a tour. One of the p~
you have decided to address
already well on Its way to bet
solved. Maybe you should just
with environmental issues like
one else. Apparently you have no
Idea about this Issue. Please do some:
research before you decide
address such a subject next time. t
will save you some time and ~
Also if you want to be politically correct. which wouldn't hurt since yau
are now on student senate. the correct term Is students with disabilities,
not handicapped students. Also
please use the term 'residence hal'
Instead of 'dorms· next time. Good
luck In your future career as a senate
member.
DanMuels
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ace talks look bleak
NATIONS (AP) running out for
s and Muslims to
U.N. peace plan,
1 mediators held a
of meetings Sunday
urity Council takes

50¢
CANS
NO COVER!

held little hope of
solution after talks
over their plan to
y I I-month-old war.
elsewhere increasto the possibility of
·1ary intervention.
Secretary Les Aspin
ich, Germany, with
· itary leaders to disington 's proposals.
sed to describe the
to reporters, saying
Washington could act
early as this week.
ly, the United States
not ready to commit
ces in the war-torn

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110
for Reservations
from 1-5 Mon. - Fri.
Sunday be believed the Security
Council would get involved
Monday.
The talks were moved to New
York from Geneva last week so
the 15-nation Security Council especially the United States could pressure the factio ns to
compromise.
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic, going into a meeting
with mediators Sunday, said all

sides should "stop the war immediately." In comments to
reporters, Bosnian Croat leader
Mate Boban ridiculed such statements.
"The Serbian requests are
illogical, they're unreasonable,"
he said. "The Serbians wish to
have in their possession all the
territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina
that they have captured by
force."

HQtt~t

Clubs: Sr. Frog's,
Fat Tuesdays,
Carlos 'n Char lie's,
La Boom, Dady '0,
and mQ~!!!

$15.00

College tours
FamQUS PARTY

PACKAGE - onr
$150 in savings on
club cover charges,
drink specials and
much mo~!

NOBLE ROWER SHOP
503 JEFFERSON
N . OF l>OST OFFICE

ICKED 1993
0

U

SPECIAL

R

GUESTS

DAlED•

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 7:30 P.M.
It the Auembly H•ll Box Office (Mon.-Frl. g a.m

to

s p.m. & s.i...sun.

llllnl Union, TicketM•ater (n:Ldhg Ra.~

117.50 UIUCdllc:olX'ltt2.00

or""

351 ·2112111

pet

~
~--·
~
'.:-'

_.,.,...__..,

KAPPA DELTA RHO
announces their new officers
for Spring '93
EXECUTIVE BOARD
CONSUL
SENIOR TRIBUNE
JUNIOR TRIBUNE
QUAESTOR
PRAETOR
CUSTODIAN

JOSEPH A. GALVAN
DARRELL RENNELS
DAN REISINGER
KEVIN KOONTZ

PONTIFEX
CENTURION
PROPRAETOR
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIRMAN
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
INTRAMURAL CHAIRMAN
SONG CHAIRMAN
ACTMTIES CHAIRMAN
PHILANTHROPY CHAIRMAN
FUNDRAISING CHAIRMAN
RISK MANAGEMENT CHAIRMAN
ADVISORY CO-CHAIRMEN

IBOMAS SKINNER
CHRIS ROBERTS
SEAN WILLIAMS
KEVIN COONCE
TUvl HANSON
DARRICK BROOKS
IBOMAS SKINNER
MARK WAGNER
DARRIN HOLT
DAN PRESLEY
JOE REDSHAW
JOE REDSHAW
JOHN KELLY
JOHN KlELCZEWSKI
DOUG REZNICK
JEREMY ROSE
JOHN FLETCHER

MEMBERS AT LARGE

345-7007
VALENTINE'S WEEK IS HlRII
IZ J FRIE DELIVlRY WEDNESDAY FlB. 1om

A RIVER RUNS
THROUGH IT (PG) 7:00

ERIK TRELLA

DAVE BENJAMIN

C OMMITIEES

VALENTINE
ARRANGEMENTS
STARTING AS
LOW AS

Nightly PARTIES

Add.,
-•aclwQeCWUl~Ofde<a.

INTHE BAND

Doudna fine
Arts Center

$28.50

Charge (217) 333-5000.

THE BOYS

on the mainstage

YOU SEND
ME BOUQUET

&75 p.m.). Th•

presents

8 p.m. Feb 11 -13
Feb 17 - 20
2 p.m. Feb 21

SEND YOUR LOVE 1HIS WEIK

at Cancun's

University
Theatre

Panther's

TONIGHT!

·s.

Secretary-General
Woerner said at the
meeting the alliance
ve to use force in
erzegovina. where a
ethnic conflict has
than 18,000 people
l million refugees.
st not shrink from the
use of force if we are
credible," Woerner

rtl

•

HISTORIAN
IFC REPRESENTATIVE
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Got a Group?
../ Spacious 2 Bedroom
- Townhouses for 3 & 4
People

~ Fully Furnished

~ Dishwashers
~ Garbage Disposals

f:6 Basic Cable Paid
t?{

Central Air

Let Sherlock "Homes" Sh
You The Way!
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCK

345-2363
EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer

Concentration
Andy Taylor, a junior technology education major, juggles devil sticks Friday afternoon in frollf of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

New candy store caters for all
By KEITH WEATHERSPOON
Staff writer

Students who have a sweet
tooth may need to prepare to
make several visits to the dentist.
Sweet Sensations Candy
Company, 510 Sixth Street, has
opened to fulfill a candy
craver's sweetest desires.
Owner Sue Williams said she
plans to open a gag gift shop on
the other side of the store called
" Just for Laughs" projected to
open in a couple of weeks.
"I want this to be an alternative, not a run-of-the-mill candy
store," says Williams.
The store tries to offer lower
prices of candy and gifts than
most stores in the area, she said.
Williams said she thinks the
price of candy in the area is

priced too high, so the majority
of her candy is sold in bulk to
keep prices low.
The shop carries candy assortments such as customized
candies, cakes and chocolate
novelties. The bulk candies
include jelly beans, gummy
worms, homemade chocolates
and flavored popcorn.
There will also be sugar-free
candies offered for diabetics.
Williams, who got involved
in the candy business e ight
years ago, will make just about
anything, when it comes to customized chocolates. She has had
orders ranging from chocolate
owl houses to Harley-Davidson
motorcycles.
Her start in candy happened
when she turned her nursery
into a kitchen and sold candy

novelties wholesale. She opened
35 shops before opening "Sweet
Sensations".
The "Just for Laughs" shop
will sell humorous novelties and
will be similar to a "Spencers"
type gag shop.
Williams, however, said she
does not want to be too offensive with the gag gifts, even
though the shop will be targeted
towards the tastes of college
students.
The store will also carry humourous greeting cards for a variety of occasions.
Williams will make special
orders for gag gifts and offers
free delivery.
"If I can I would like to open
up a shop closer to Eastern 's
campus, if this shop is successful," she said.

M onday A t

~arty's
Ribeye Steak & Cheese
Sandwich w/fries $299
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND
OPERATED

$3 Pitchers
$1 Amaretto Drinks
Toni2ht:
3 Chili dogs for $1
50

Son Light
PowerG~m

15 Tans for$ 5 or
unlimited for 1
month for $25
If You're Tired of The Lantz Gym
Attitude Try Coming To a Real
Gym!
$20 a month or $65 a semester

519 7th St.

345-1544

ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE
in

The Daily Eastern News

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second

• Large 3-Bedrooms
• Great Location
(Behind Old White Hen)

• Central A/C
• 1-1/2 Baths

Garage Parking Available
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CALL TODAY!

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888

ru. Real Estate Broker

,_

)_
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lllllii:

Rathskeller
_ _ _ _ __

.

~rant

NOW FEATURING·

NEW, DELICIOUS.•• DAILY SPECIALS
(1 1 am - 1 :30pm)
Only...
Dbl. Cheeseburger........ MON.
Quesedea .................... TUES.
Hot Ham & Cheese ....... WED.
Jumbo Soft Taco ....... .. THUR.
Fish Sandwich ................. FR/.

.99

....Come!..En"o !!....
(east wing-basement)

The Men of

~

ITTI

Sigma Pi

would like to present their 1993
Spring Pledge Class

undeclared freshman, attempts a double hack Friday afternoon in the Libra1y Quad. The temperhed high 40's.

ghdad focuses on strategy
HDAD. Iraq (AP) - Persian Gulf War cease-fire issues.
of two British prisoners
To achieve those goals requires
are heading to Baghdad to ending the U.N. sanctions that are
their release. How they crippling Iraq ·s economy and splitcould show whether a ting the U.S.-led coalition against
· strategy of avoiding con- Baghdad.
Mlh the West is genuine.
Its attitude toward the Britons'
a new man in the White visit will be watched as a sign of a
IDli fractures showing in the more compliant approach than its
Gulf War coalition. usual defiance of Western demands.
apparently believes the
Relatives of Paul Ride, who is
come to change tack.
serving a seven-year term. and
What has been referred to as Michael Wainwright, who has a 10Hussein's "charm offen- year sentence. left Britain on
llill aims. ultimately, to get Sunday for Baghdad. Both men
exports moving again and were arrested after they sirayed into
discussion on a range of Iraq last year.

"We won't really know until we
actually get there if there's any
chance of them coming back with
us. It's 50-50, I suppose." Julie
Ride, 31, said at Heathrow Airpon
outside London. She expected co
see her husband on Tuesday.
Iraq says that if Britain releases
its frozen assets. the prisoners'
cases would be reviewed with compassion.
The Britons' visit comes as Iraqi
officials and publications repeatedly emphasize Iraqi stability as a
bulwark against Muslim fundamentalism and Iraqi oil as plentiful and
available for the asking.

Nate Adams
Jeff Culler
Anthony Furman
Tim Knepler
Geoff Goesch
John Macis
Craig Marek
Dan Harkins
RobMuncer
Jason Lukasek
Jaime Maisenbacher Kevin Paruskiewicz
Chris Muncer
Todd Rein
Mah Nashan
Gordan Taylor
Dave Pullen
Ron Watkins
Mike Reeves
Scott Tsilis
Rodney Young

- FRONT Disc_
BRAKES

~

$4 I

T _WASH&w";x_ T _

T""R~S'M1ss10N-

I
I

-- :

L UBE, OIL &
CHANGE

F~ER

~

I
I

S ERVICE

1499 : ~LTE4~GASKET
C HANGE F LUID,

:t»2

I
I
parts extra
Most Cars
I
I
RecOITlmended
Metallic Pads Extra
by appointment
Every 25.000ml
_______
i I _______
(ExpirM 2115193)
(Expires 2/15193) i I ______
( Explru 2115193) _
Includes pads,
Resurfacing Rotors

& Labor

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR

EIU STUDENTS
GOSPEL• SOUND
Tuesday, February 9th
Spm - Grand Ballroom
$3 Students with ID/ $5 General

lll ~~ty
uuan1

. . . . . . . .Ma

"You Don't Expect

Go~r. , •

8

MON

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISI

DAY
FEB. 8, 1993

THE DAR.Y fAsTIRN NEWS

I SERVICES Offtll£o 11.........~H_RP_W_A~NTID~..__.ll..._~
foa.~RENT
__.............__ll....._ foa
_ RE_NT_

CLASSIHED
ADVERTISING
POLICY

FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charteston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca. MWFIOO

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's lncor·
rect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadllne to appear In the
next days publication. Any
ads processed AfTlR 2 p.m.
will be published In the l'ollowlng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTlR the 2 p.m. deadllne
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally £.Jstem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If l'or any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

Tuvn
SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Trip. Groups and Individuals
welcome. Call me for details.
Todd
Message
_ _348-5538.
_ _ _ Leave
___
_.2128
Spring Break! Guaranteed beachf ront hotels in the heart of the
action. Various accommodations
located next to Spinnaker and
Club La Velal From $119 per person. Jeff 581-5919.

HuP WANi!D

TRAVtl

TRA.tNING/Sotools

tlu.P WANTED
A.DomON

ll.tD£S/lltD£RS

RooMMAru
SulUSSOltS

FOR RtNr
FOR S""u
&. FOUND

ANNOUNClMINTS

----------517

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
ASAP! Own room. Near campus.
Low utilities. $140/mo. Call 348·
0205
218

Nice, dose to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year
Two people per bedroom, 10 112
mo. lease, $175fmo.. 345-3148.
Evenings.

--------~517

Rooms $150/month, utilities·
Women ONLY Intersession,
Summer, Fall & Spring Sessions·
Call Pat Novak (708) 789-3n2.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119
1993-94 School year, 3 bedroom
house. 1718 10th. 2 blocks from
Union.
348-0440,
581-6927.
___
___
_ _ _ 2115

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

D

Yes

D

Now leaStng for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St. 345·2231

---------~5/7

Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $10
deposit. 820 Lincoln S1reet. 3487746

-------~517

Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apt. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. SEcurity locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345-2113

__________517

24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities induded. 11
1/2 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Chartotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty
__________517
New apts., one, two, & three
bdnn. Great for grad. student or
married couples. Ask for Jim at
345-1556
or_
345-2919
____
_ _ _ _ _218
Apartments & Houses available
for Fall '93. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms.
Call for info. & appointment 345·
7286, M·F, 8:30-5, Sat 9-12.
·--------~2112
93·94 SCHOOL YEAR, ALSO
SUMMER 93. 1, 2, 3, AND 4
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.
ALSO HOUSES AVAILABLE.
CALL B AND K RENTALS AT
345·6621 (LEAVE MESSAGE IF
NO ANSWER OR CALL 3488349)

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

I

1 female roommate wanted. Fall,
Spring and/or Summer to hve in 2
bedroom apt. Good location.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _218

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA Opening
soon in Charleston, IL. Now
staffing approx. 25 positions
Including management trainees,
Inside personnel and drivers
Applications may be picked up at
426 W. Lincoln Ave. INterviews
will begin on 2-8-93. More information please call 348-0930
between 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. ONLY
--------~2111
Ask about Avon's earning opportunity. No door-to-door. Call Judy
345-6834
or Susan 345-9298.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2119

WANTED

looMMAns

Now. 1 female wanted to share
large house. $150fmonth. 1520
9th St. 348-5169

Coles County Council on Aging
seeking responsible caring person
to provide in-home care servioes to
older adults In Charleston,
Oakland, and Ashmore. Hourly
wages, mileage reimbursement,
paid training, flexible work hours.
CNAs, previous house deaning, inhome care experience preferred.
Call 234-3311 or 348-5355 for
application.
_ _ _ _E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ __..,8

Sutvias Ornam

o!~;

2126
Linda, Anna & Jennifer, formerly
of Co-Ed Hairstyling are now
doing hair at Studio 31 Call us
now for an appolntmentl 345·
4269. We're only 3 blks east of
Old Main!

II

ATTENTION STUDENTS; Earn
ex1ra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send SASE to National
Distributors po. Box 9643.
Springfield,
MO
65801
Immediate response.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110

DIRECTORY

LOST

>JS

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY·
MENT: Make money teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many
provide room & board + other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For
International Employment pro·
gram. call the International
Employment Group: (206) 632·
1146 ext. J5738.

No

!:>ates to run - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Ad to read:

.,..,-...,..-....,..-,...--------517
93-94 3 bedroom houses 1806
11th Street; 1022, 1036 2nd
Street; 2 bedroom apartment, 415
Harrison. Call 348-5032
------~2115
OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 3450LOE.

CAMPUS CL
PHI ALPHA ETA will have a meeting Monday at 7
Charleston/Mattoon room in the Union. Speaker w1ll lall
viewing for a job.
ENGLISH CLUB WILL have a meeting Monday at 6
Coleman Hall lounge. We'll discuss Valentine's Day
members welcome! Call Traci at 581-8032 for info.
INTERVARSITY HOTLINE MONDAY at 9 p.m. in the
Everyone is welcome to join in
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a clot
Monday-Wednesday from 4-6 p.m. in thomas, Carmen,
Hall. For E.C.H.O. organization. If you have clothes ID
can not reach these halls please contact Shannon at
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have Spring Rush Monday
in the University Union Dress attire is semi·formal.
LESBIAN,GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will have l
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in Coleman 228.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass S
a.m. The Bishop is coming! Mark your calendars!
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATION Inc. will have a meeting
6 p.m. In the lounge In front of the bookstore. Everyone la
to attend.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have an active meeting Monday II
the Charleston/Mattoon room. Remember to bring money
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY begins for water
Monday at 8:30 p.m in the Lantz pool.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY begins for Pickleball
p.m In the Lantz fieldhouse.
PleaM Note: Campus Clips are run free Of charge ONE DAY
NON-PROm event. 1.e. bake sales or rallies. All Clips should
to The DaRy Eastam News office by NOON one bust,_. dlr
date of the evenl Example: any event scheduled tor Th
submitted as a C,roPUs CIU> bvm<?JI Wednesday. (Thursday Is
for f:riday, Saturday Of SUQday e11ent.) C"'9..sub111ttted
WILL NOT be pubffahed. No Cllps wi11 be taken by phone Ant
Illegible or contaJns conflicting lnfonnation wll not be published.

17 Sandra or
31 Centennial
Frances
electee
1 Celebration
sa Orange-yellow
nCheerin
s Fedora part
C6rdoba
to Calumet
•Caper
• - lady
u Off. wori<er
1•TruantG I
n Stabbed by a
u Kick m a poker
11 Hudson or De
tusk
chip
Soto
.c>Wildplum
MArdor
11 Temperamental •1 Masc. opposite
ts Palatable
17 Headdress for
a Astringents
. . Sinister look
35Down
a Smooth and
17 Depend
1• Takes the bait
lustrous
20Relative
..,. Pelts-tor-pelf
DOWN
21 Sound system
people
23 Install
• --Beta
1 Stares stupidly
Kappa
MPostures
2Expect
•7 • creature
21Newsbit
s --Dooneof
was •• .
28$0\Jll
fiction
• Nourishment
29 Rock-forrmng
•Priest's
12 Agreement
mineral
garment
54 Helen or Henry
~ Happen agam
1 Tease gently

ACROSS

• Old letters
1 Roman road

a Speck

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

•Joseph
Kennedy, m
Eng.
10 Some pollution
causes
tt Symbolic post
12 Conception

n Wori<s the land
aoSomeare
. ..._~~~.:.,1111...1111
beady
at Medicinal plant
nFume
..;,;.+~~'-t
»Finn's
13 Sac; vesicle
conveyance
1a Sesame Street
M
In any instance
...-...-+"-c
grouch
--.,-,..-"'1 n Used a lubricant uKiowas'
associates
21Commonor
sazero .,..;,t-~~"4
proper word
•Sparkle
2TEnd-zone
40 Svelte
scores: Abbr.

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment:

0 Check

Summer semester. 4 bednn. furnished hse. Block from Krackers,
parking. air, yard, F & B porch.
Ideal for 4 persons, phone 3459486.
218
Brittany Ridge Townhouse, 1-5
people. Includes 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher, washer/dryer etc. Call
345-7379

---------~517

Expiration code (office use only),_ _ _ _ _ _ __

OCash

1993·94 School year 3 and 4
bedroom houses. Across from
Buzzard. 348-0440. 581-6927.
-------~~2115
1993-94 school year, 7 bedroom
house. South of Lincoln. 2 blocks
from Union. 345-4463, 581-6368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115

Fall 93-94 Furnished house for 4
girts. Washerfdryer. $180/month.
1225 2nd St. Call 345-2784
between 9-5.

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days

__.

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __

E!l2J•••

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or In bad taste.

a
a

Sparkle

•Powerful
41 Form of mining
•Child's marble
•Roman official
so Himalayan
kingdom

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

11Wee
12 Hitching -

Prone

uAecorded
proceedings
NGemstone
M Coty or Casaln
seClarkor

FEBRUARY

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox.a, 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29, 51

TBS.15

Inside E6tion

News

5poitsCen:er

Quantum Leap

Married

Colege Bask&1ball

Oesigring Women
Jefl«sons

MacNoil, Lehrer

Muiphy Brown

News
Enllm. Ton9t1

Ursolved
Mys:enes

N"igllt Court
Cheets

Wordefol
Wes!em Auslra:;;i

Re;idng Rainbow
Club Connect

8evedy liHll
Sanford &5<:rl

F1es!1 Prince

WeslmlnS!e!
DogSow

Movie The
Biealdasl Club

Travels

LA law

Movie
JagrJed Edget

NJ:-Jllll WClfld

lt!Je House

Blossor:i

~Shade

Amer OeledNe

HeansAfire

Movie Danielle

Murphy Brown

Movie

KansasSt al

Gregcxy K

Missoun

Sleers "Heartbeal' l.oYe& War

George'.0.1181

Syracuse

American
Expenence

Northern Exposure

News
Tonight

News
M"A"S'H

News
Love Connedion

MacGyver

SportsCentet

News

Renaissance

NightCoun
Koiak

8e ng Served?
Movie

Journey to

Movie Getting Up
and GOng Home

Thitysomethmg

Mavle The
Sact.ecs

Bonanza

Brazoria

StarTrek Deep
SpaceNlne

Trobnalld
Islanders

Nev.1
Panther Cou:IL-y

Cheers
Studs

Natural World

Jack Benny
MOYie

Movie

MONg

ASSIFIED ADVERTISING
The

Eastern News

Daily
FOUND: Sterling silver bracelet
Fclday night at a bar. Call Andy
345·5382
_ _219
Found: Plastic bag containing
gym clothes; found men's
gloves (black), found black jacket. To claim come to Rm 119,
SPC Office, Coleman Hall

1-1
Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at
348-5538. Leave message if no
answer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2128
LET OUR CUPID BOUQUET
WIN YOUR VALENTINE'S
HEART. $10.00. UP, UP &
AWAY BALLOONERY, 1503
7TH, 345-9462
M__,IS,....,S,_Y_ _ _ _S_C_H_M_E_I.2111
NK:
Congratulations on pledging
Alpha Sigma Alpha. You are a
wonderful roomle and I am
proud to call you my sister! ASA
Love, Haeli
218
..,...SE
__N_D
__
A_V_AL_E
__N_T=l-NE
___
B_A-LL_OO.N
ANYWHERE IN THE USA: BAL·
LOON, CUPID BEAR AND
KISSES $18.95. UP UP AND
AWAY, 1503 Seventh St. 345·
9462.
_ _ _ _ _.ca212,3.4,8,9, 1o
VALENTINE
BALLOONS,
CANOY, CARDS & THE
WORKS AT TOKENS. COME IN
EARLY & PLACE YOUR
ORDER. WE ARE DELIVERING
ALL WEEK. OPEN ALL DAY
FEB. 14.
,,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _2111
Cupcake, Happy Anniversary!
Thank you for a wonderful
year-I'm glad we finally got to
be together! It's been greatl I
Love
Your
_ _You!
__
_Precious
_ _ _ _.218

To my roomies In 304: You guys
have been great! Thanks for
reminding me of what hes
ahead. Love-ADDY
_ _ _ _ _ _218
Julie Hanna: Happy Birthday!
You are 20; Can you believe lt?I
Have an awesome day. Love
and
Peace,
__
_ _Meg
_ _ _ _ _218
Joe McCurdy: Thanks for all you
do for our house! The PHI SIG
ladies love you!
- - - - - - _ _ _218
KERRIE AND AMY THE
THREE MUSKATEERS ARE
TOGETHER AGAIN! YOUR
FRIENDSHIP MEANS THE
WORLD TO ME AND THERE'S
NO COMPETING WITH THATI
DZ LOVE. TAMARA
- - - _218
UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY
HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR YOUR SPECIAL VALEN·
TINE. 1503 7TH, 345-9462
_2111
Send your sweetie some flowers and balloons for Valentine's
Day. Buy it from the Ladles of
Phi Sigma Sigma at Buzzard
and Coleman TODAY from 9-4
.,..,....,-c-:---...,....,....--=---2/11
Alpha Kappa Alpha: Thanxs for
showing us the ropes during
AIDS Awareness Week. Love,
TriSlgs
___218
LISA KURSELL: l'M SO GLAD
WE HAVE BECOME FRIEND!
WE HAVE TO GO OUT AGAIN
VERY SOON! DZ LOVE, TAMA·
RA

TRI SIGMAS: Formal mtg at
6:00
1n_
LF_
301_
. _ _ _ _218
__
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A
VALENTINES GIFT FOR THAT
SPECIAL SOMEONE? MARY
KAY HAS GIFTS FOR BOTH
MEN ANO WOMEN CALL
ANGELA AT 581·3893 TODAY!
~-------2110
Two MEN of DELTA CHI would
like to thank DARREN WHITE
for a great job during RUSH!

218
LET US MUG YOUR VAL-EN·
TINE WITH OUR SPECIAL
MUGS, BALLOONS & CANOY,
$16.50. UP UP & AWAY BAL·
LOONERY, 1503 7TH, 345·
9462
_ _2111
Jamaican Tan, new beds new
bulbs, new address. 41 O 7th St.,
348-0018, M·F, 10-9, Sat. 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca 218, 10,15
Mary Helen: Happy 21st
Birthday! Have fun tonight. We
tuv ya. Your great roommates,
Jessica and Julie

216

s-"""EN_O
__
Y_O_U_R_V_A_L_E_NT_l_N_E......
BAL·
LOONS & KISSES, $5.00. UP,
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY,
1503 7TH, 345-9462
,,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _2111
Spring is just around the corner,
so why not get rid of all the junk
that have been taking up extra
space In your room or apart·
ment? Sell those unwanted
Items in the Dally Eastern News
Classifieds. For more Information, call 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

DAY
ffiB. 8, 1993
THE DAB..Y EAsrERN NEWS

Subscription Form
Name:
Address:
City:
Phone:
Date:

State: _ _ Zip:
New:

Renew:

I

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer __Fall __Spring _ _Full Year _ _
$16
$32
$32
$60
Amount Paid $
Cash __Check_ _
Make checks payable to:
Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:
City:
Phone:

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

KRISTIE, KIM & KRISTIN:
Thanx for EVERYTHING guysll
Love-CHARLIE BROWN

---

218

YOU'~IS GOING TO LOVE OUR

TEDDY BEAR BALLOON BOU·
QUET, $17.50. UP, UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY, 1503 7TH, 3459462
---------'2111
The Dally Eastern News now
accepts MasterCard and VISA
for your Classified Advertising
needs. For more Information,
call 581-2812
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Swimmers grab pair of wins
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Eastern 's swimming squads closed their regular
season on Saturday hosting Principia College in
Lantz Pool.
Both teams came out on top as head coach Ray
Padovan expected, and now the focus can shift to
the Mid-East Championships on Feb. 18 in Indianapolis.
''It was a good meet for us." Padovan said. "We
didn't swim exceptionally well, but we did have
some good races throughout."
The men's squad, which has struggled this season due to a lack of numbers, went up against a
Principia squad that had an even smaller roster.
Sophomore Jason Wrone continued to excel as
he swam his lifetime best in winning the 200-yard

ny.

Senior Shawn O'Neil also swam strongly, winning the I00 and 200 free races.
On the women's side. senior DeLynn Wirth
swam extremely well in winning the 200 back, and
freshman Martha Weidlich came back from an early
season illness to win the 50 free.
Other winners for the women include Senior
Debbie Habben in the I000 free and Sophomore
Annell Metzger in the 200 free.
Roth the women's and men's diving squads had
season's bests in their events.
Senior Karen Adkins won both the I-meter and
3-metcr events for the women and freshman Mark
Donahue did the same for the men.
"Our divers did really well this weekend," Padovan said."Karcn and Mark had their best scores of
the year."
Both squads will have this weekend off as they
prepare to travel to Indianapolis on Feb. 18.

Lady Panthers
•From page 12
The Lady Panthers relied on
outside shooting to keep the game
within reach, but a 34.2 shooting
percentage in the second half told
the story.
"When the shots don't fall.
you're not going to score." said
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke.
"Our inten:.ity started to hun us."
Wright State continued to dominate the offensive and defensive
boards 10 get second shots and
additional scoring chances on the
transition game throughout the
second half. Wright State outrebounded Eastern 54-42 overall
and 18-12 on the offensive
boards.
"I thought we took pretty good
shots, but when we have one shot
and no offensive bqards to go
with it. that's when we are m senous trouble," Hilke said

Jer~y·s

Pizza
&Pub

WELCOMES ALL
SIUDENTS & FAaJL1Y
TO START 1HE WEE

OFF WITH GREAT.
SPECIALS!

LP+
345-2844

The Lady Raiders pulled out to
a 19-point lead, 63-44, their
biggest of the game, with 4: I 7
remaining when Yingling capped
a 19-6 run with a lay up. Brigner
nailed three 3-pointers in that
stretch.
In the final four minutes, the
Lady Panthers outscored the
Wright State 14-12.
One of the bright spots for
Eastern was rhe play out of the
off-guard posiuon. Senior Karen
McCaa, whose playing time has
been limited due to a sprained
ankle, led Eastern with 14 points.
Also Nicky Polka scored 13
points. pulled down nine rebounds and dished out six assists.
In the first half. Eastern posted
its biggest lead of the game, 15I I, when Polka and Mccaa
drilled back-to-back jump shot;.
Wright State. then, scored the

next eight points forcing the Lady
Panthers to comeback.
Wright State 75, f.ASI ER~ 58
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The Men
of

3

16

1 & FREE QUART
I
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Todd Benton

Matt Kundrat

Matt Bryant

Mike Macis

Will Clonecy

Mark Martin

Dan Dimichel

Byrd's Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around thej
curve
~--

=--

="""'

M-F

6:30-5

l~

B

Sat 8-12
345-4546

Rekindle the Romance!

Dave Droege

Chad Moyer

Remember that Special Someone
on Valentines Day with a gift
from

Matt Freeman

Derek Munter

Chris Hellruns

Jason Newland

Matt Reeves

Dan Shanahan

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
featuring

Roses• Balloons• Fresh Bouquets
1335 Monroe
345-3919

Matt Smyth

r -------•

( MEDIUM (14"))

The Daily Eastern News

is looking for
Advertising
Representatives
Come into the
North Gym

of Buzzard Building
to fill out an
application
or call John, Scott, or Kyla
at 581-2812
for more information.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA•••TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Plu1 Tax

$7.45 wtth

a Large (1&•) Pizza
Good 7 Daya/Week with
Carry-OUt/Dellvery thru 3/14/93.
Additional toppings @
regular charge.

Charleston
909 18th Street • 348-7515

---------Present this coupon when picking up order.
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r place for men's track

-

first place finishes lead Panthers
Touchette appeared more than
prepared for a fast showing in the
25-lapper after already having
recorded times of 4: 16.32 in the
mile, and 8:29.14 for 3,000-meters
so far this season.
Touchette ran with the leaders
for the majority of the race, took a
commanding lead with 600-meters
to go, passed three miles in 14:20,
and won by over four seconds.
"It was a real nice effort," said
assistant coach John Mcinerney. "It
was very evenly paced, with a nice

bers of the men's
placed high in their
TAC indoor champied by Indiana this
Obadiah Cooper and
n Scott Touchette
two first place fintbrower Brent Miller
fun Sledge gained top
was in top form. He

's 200-meter final with
Obadiah Cooper
Cooper's performance in the 200
final wasn't quite as sterling. but
his 21.89 proved good enough for
fourth place.
"Saturday was a pretty hard day
for him with three 55s and a 200,"
said head coach Neil Moore.
"There were three false false starts
in the 55. Everyone was trying to
steal the race, so there was a lot of

pressure."
While Eastern 's first winner took
the shortest event on the program,
the other was king of the longest.
Touchette won a tactical 5.000meter race v. ith a personal best of
14:50.24.

Th;Da:l~
stern News ~
~

is looking for

OR~S.

I TE RS

1408 SIXTII STREET 217/345-6533
Novv L easing For '93-'94
• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

345-<>LI>E

Miller placed second in the 35pound weight throw with a heave
of 59-feet 11-inches. However the
distance was not near what he is
capable of. Twice this season
Miller has marked past the provisional standard, and once past automatic, but thal throw (65-0) caine
at the intersquad trials, and thus
does not count as an official competitive mark.
Moore said Miller's qualifying
plight this season stems from technical problems as well as a slight
leg injury.
Sledge suffered his firsl defeat of
the season in the 55-meter high
hurdles. but it was nol in vain. He
recorded two season bests in the
qualifying rounds. highlighted with
a 7.49 in the semi. then ran a 7.54
in the final to place fifth.

KAPPA
DELTA RHO
would like to introduce their new
Gamma Class
Darrick Brooks
Tim Hanson
Bill Haywood
Matt Nelson

• 9 Month Lease
• Central Air
• Studio, 1-2-3 Bdrm
• CIPS
~.:i F.umislied.., '
• 24 Hour-Maintenance
• Laundry Facilities
• Free Off-Street Parking
• Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

Mike Morusin
Jamie Reid
Greg Forrest
Chad Harper
Brian Neal
Dave Burisek
Mike Walker
Andy Bane
Travis Ward

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
~

for more...

info~~~~~:.J

(Across From Carman Hall)

1~

EXPRESS

EYECARE

'$21i\
.
'-'off
Faculty...

All Types of

Admini\lflltion..

·coNT1ACT

Staff...

345-6000

2219 S. 9th St. #17

LENSES

~

Rodney Symonds
Brian Zimmer
Brian Poynton

and their new
Delta Associate Members Class

GREAT APARTMENTS

or Ryan at

581-2812

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

finish."

on Friday by qualifying
of 21.74 seconds.
he won both his qualiIDI semi final of the 55fast times of 6.3 l and
won the final by half a
16.24.
ing time in the 55, a
marked the Ii fth time
dipped below 6.3 this
was still a fraction off
·c NCAA qualifying
of 6.18. Cooper was
provisional qualifier
perfonnance Saturday.
"6.26 from December. But
ent in time gives him
e. as provisional qualonly accepted if not
people qualify automatical-

OIDTOWNE MANAGEMENTINc.

Kevin Blatnik
Tim Miller
Geno Neri
Jim Welsh
Matt Lamsargis
Matt Berry
Jeff Arnsworth
Scott Holycross
Matt Whitehead
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Congratulates their men on academic excellence

~~

Pa~zek

~~

Q~

Andy McGlade
Lance Kunz

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East

CHARLESTON

MATTOON

~~~
~

3.5 -3.99

Jason D. Amal
Ean Eskra
Brad Odum
Josh Paul
Chris Hahn
Tom Mason

Jeff Schuette
Alex Sobel
Tom Wilhelm
Mike Godek
Tom Hogg
Matt Smyth

3.0-3.49

345-2527

Oil

Stuart Andrews
Pat Brannigan
Dave Gadberry
Mike Hemon
Paul Jacobs
Ron Schrader
Jason Smith

Boyd Bradshaw
Paul Cook
Steve Glazebrook
Chad Jones
Brent Schulze
Aaron Turner

Vann Bennett
Brant Fred
Mike Hampton
Brian Sasso
Mike Scuteri
R.J. Wood

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Scoring drought dooms Easte
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor
A scoring drought mid-way
through the second half doomed
the Lady Panthers' basketball
team in Sunday's 75-58 conference loss co Wright Stace.
After coming out of the lockerroom with the score knotted at
26-26. Eastern, which dropped to
2-16 and 1-8 in the Mid-Continent, took its only lead of the
second half, 37-36, with 12:44
remaining when sophomore
Nicky Polka pulled down an
offensive rebound and put the
ball back in.
But that was the last thing the
915 fans had 10 cheer about in
front of the SportsChannel television cameras for the women's
Mid-Continent Conference game
of the week.
A minute and a half later, after
an Eastern turnover and a couple
missed shoes, the Lady Raiders
found themselves with a 45-37
lead. Wright Seate 's Sonja Cecil
sparked that run when scored and
was fouled on the shot by Trenise
Crowell. Wright State's Peggy
Yingling rebounded Cecil's missed free throw, passed to Jennifer
Brigner and she nailed a 3-point
bucket.
"We took quick shots and
didn't follow up." said Eastern
coach Barbara Hilke. ··we didn't
get our own rebounds and we
watched them lay it up at the

• Continued on page JO

MARI OGAWA/Photo
Freshman Tourrie Frazier looks to receive a pass as 1he Wright State defender, Connie Alig, attempts to deny it. The lady Raiders out/
lady Panthers by winning the Mid-Continent Conference battle 75-58 Sunday afternoon in Lant: Gym.

Panthers try to recover Women struggl
from road loss at NIU
at IU Invitationa
e-1 DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer
The news for fans of Eastern 's
men's basketball team is both good
and bad.
The bad news is that the Panthers lost at Northern Illinois 65-56
Saturday - their fourth Joss in a
row and LI th in 12 games away
from Lantz Gym.
The good news is that the
Panthers, who are 3-6 in the MidCont inent Conference and 6-13
overall, will play their next six
games at home beginning with a
7:35 p.m. conference game tonight
against Western Illinois.
"We are going to have to take
advantage of our home games,"
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said
following Saturday's loss."This is
a stretch we have been looking forward to. We have to be able to go
out and get after it"
Against Northern, the Panthers
got off to one of their better starts
on the road and only trailed 27-26
at the half. The Panthers did that
without their leading scorer, Louis
Jordan, in the Lineup.
Jordan, as part of bis punishment for missing Eastern's bus to
the Wisconsin-Green Bay game,
had to sit out the entire first half.
Jordan, who was averaging
close to 15 points per game,
entered the game with 15:03
remaining. He wasn't much of a

C 0 N F E R E NC E
Mid-Continent Conference
Men's Standings
School

Conf.

Overall

Cleveland St.
8-0
12-4
Wright St.
6-3
13-6
Northern Ill.
6-3
1().8
111.-ChieagO
5--4
10-10
Wlsc.-Green Bay
5-4
9-8
6-11
Valparaiso
4-5
EASTERN
3-6
6-13
Western. Ill.
2-7
5-12
Youngstown St.
1-7
3-15
•Wlsc.-Milwaukee
18·2
•Not eligible lor Mid·Con play
until 1994·95 season.
Saturday's result.a
Northern JU. 65, EASTERN 56
Valparaiso 101, 111.-Chlcago 94
Wright St. 95, Youngstown St. 87
Wlsc.-Green Bay 60, Western Ill 45

Monday's 98mff
Western Ill. at EASTERN
Cleveland St. at Wright St
111.-Chicago at Not1hem Ill.
Wisc.-Green Bay at Valparaiso
Chicago St. at Wisc.-Mllwaukee

factor down the stretch though.
Jordan finished with a season-low
two points as the Huskies warmed
up their shooting in the second half
and slowly pulled away from
Eastern.
The Huskies. who are 6-3 and
tied for second in the Mid-Con,
put together a 7-2 run nght after

Jordan entered the game. Randy
Tucker, who finished with a gamehigh 22 points. started the run with
a 3-point field goal. Randy Fens
added a bucket in the lane and
Vaurice Patterson sank a 3-pointer
to help Northern open up a 9-point
lead.
The Huskies slowly built a lead
on the strength of hot shooting by
Tucker and Hube rt Register.
Register scored eight of his 16
points in the second half and
Tucker scored 14 of his 22 in the
second half as the Huskies lead
reached as many 14 with four
mintues left in the game.
The Panthers were able to cut
the margin in the final minutes of
the game. Eastern only shot 36
percent in the second half
"We have to have some leadership," Samuels said. "We've been
void of leadership on the floor and
off the floor. We haven't had that
go-to guy."
Derrick Landrus led the
Panthers with 13 points. Darrell
Young added 11 points and 11
rebounds.
Monday the Panthers will be
looking for redemption against
Western. The Leathernecks helped
start the Panthers losing skjd with
a 76-70 victory over the Panthers
at Western Hall 11 days ago.
A Western win would place the
Leathernecks in a seventh place tie
in the Mid-Con "'ith Eastern.

By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer
Although only one women's
indoor track team member
placed this passed weekend at
the
Indiana
University
Invitational , coach John Craft
was pleased with the effort bis
team put forth.
"The magnjrude of competition was tough," Craft said. "It
wasn't just competition around
the block. it was a wide-range of
tough competition."
What made this meet different
from all the other meets was that
it was a regional meet involving
about four or five states, as
opposed to involving only
Illinois teams.
Since it was an invitational
meet, there were no team point
totals - the competition was
purely for individual competition.
"We went and competed,"
Craft said. "You only score as
individuals and competed for the
top six places."
Distance runner Brooke Roberts, the only one who placed at
the meet. took fifth place in the
5000-meter run. Others who had
exceptionally good performances, but fell shon of placing were
half-miler Kim Becker, quartermiler Kala Scott, miler Ti Jaye

Rhudy, miler Amy Bersig,
quarter-miler Jennifer Coe
"I don't look down on the
pie who didn't place. We
lot of stiff competition,"
said. "It was a large meet wilh
schools from all around
region participating. You ·
don't get to a meet like that
expect a lot of first places."
Due to set standards for
event, all memebers were
able to compete in this c
tion.
"In order to limit the n
of entries in each event s·
there were so many schools
competing, you had to reach
certain time or distance befi
they let you enter," Craft said
From observing, Craft said
noticed the overall competi ·
was the toughest yet this
He noted that the teams
faster times and jumped be
distances.
"Since we had 22 teams
five or six different states, i
made the competition muc
more difficult," Craft said. "All
and all, I'm pleased with some
improvements and good performances. We must just keep
working and striving to better
ourselves."
The women will be back in
action on Feb. 20-22 at the
Illinois TAC meet in Carbondale.

